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I have 11 years teaching experience across all KS2 year groups in an
outstanding school. I specialise in KS2 Teaching and Learning and
developing and driving a vision across a whole school.
I have held various different leadership positions and SLE deployments,
each of which gave me the opportunity to develop ideas and see the
impact of these.
As Behaviour Lead, I develop a whole school behaviour policy with a
focus on ensuring a consistent approach to behaviour, rooted in high
Areas of Expertise
expectations and positive outcomes for pupils.
As Phase Leader KS2 I led on English. I was then given an opportunity to
come out of my comfort zone and lead Maths as part of my role as
Assistant Headteacher for Basic Skills. Both English and Maths Lead
positions, enabled me to devleop develop new curriculum designs
which embedded the principles of the National Curriculum and gave
children the opportunity to build on prior knowledge and deepen their
understanding through their learning journey.
I have worked closely with teachers and leaders to facilitate training
sessions on the best practice that had been recognised in English and
Maths at my previous school. Collaborating with other colleagues has
been hugely positive for me both as a class teacher and a leader – I
love learning from other people, as well as supporting them.
In September 2017, I moved schools to undertake a new challenge of
Assistant Headteacher for Inclsuion.

Areas of Expertise
Leadership - Developing a strategic vision for learning
Primary English - Writing
• Developing a commonality of language around the subject.
• Core-text approach to developing quality written outcomes.
• Curriculum design to embed GPS and writing skills.
Primary English - Reading:
• Guided reading approach: pre teaching of vocabulary, focus on
teaching skills that fit under each of the content domains and
increasing children’s stamina when reading.
Behaviour:
• Developing a consistent, whole-school approach to behaviour
• Focus on recognition of positive behaviours
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